
Discount management
Simple discounting of parking fees

Bid farewell to tedious administration and discount proces-

ses. 

With us, you can effortlessly set up, manage, and settle 

parking fee discounts, even when dealing with multiple 

partner companies. Different discount types offer flexibility, 

while various redemption options enhance the overall user 

experience.
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Advantages
Intuitive & simple administration
The intuitive interface simplifies administration of 
discounts, even with multiple partner companies.

Flexible discount management 
Adaptable to your requirements with different discount 
types & redemption options.

Quick setup of discounts 
Define the discount type and value, set a time limit if 
necessary & define the redemption type. Done.

Automated reporting 
For your accounting & for onward billing

100% digital & paperless possible
Fully digital with the Arivo discount tablet.

Ideal for redeeming discounts in busy areas at your partner 

companies such like the entrance areas of gyms or medical offices.

 

The Arivo discount tablet provides your parkers an outstanding user 

experience, thanks to intuitive operation and trouble-free ‚round-

the-clock‘ operation. Setting up the tablet is very simple as well: 

completed – it takes just a few minutes and requires no prior technical 

knowledge.

The Arivo discount tablet - Intuitive discount redemption for parkers
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The features of the Arivo discount management

Management of different discounts & multiple 
partner companies

Time limits limited or unlimited validity of discounts

Various types of discounts: Fixed amount, free 
parking time, change of tariff or full cost coverage

Automatically generated reports for accounting 
purposes or for invoicing your partners

Different options to redeem discounts: Via Arivo 
Discount Tablet, web interface or with a QR code 
during payment

Quick & easy setup of compensations or the discount 
tablet via QR code

Intuitive redemtion of discounts with the Arivo discoutn tablet

1. Enter license plate number

To redeem a discount, parkers only 
need to enter their license plate number 
via the touchscreen.

2. Discount will be deducted
Upon successful input, the payment is 
instantly deducted from the parking fee 
or the parking duration to be paid.

3. Pay remaining amount
The remaining amount can be paid con-
veniently by your customers, for exam-
ple at the Arivo Cashless Terminal.

Construction services  
provided by the customer

Technical information on the 
compensation tablet

Dimensions (H x B x T):  
15,86 x 23,98 x 0,85 cm 

Screen diagonal: 10,1“ Touch-Display

Components: Arivo software application 
‚Compensation Management‘ & Arivo discount 
tablet

Certification: CE

Power supply: 230V socket for connecting 
the included charging power supply

Netzwork connection: WiFi* or data SIM 
card

*Requirements: no restrictions e. g. on the connection duration 
and no forced reconnecting of the tablet


